
Complete Conservatories 
from CWG
As ever the CHOICES brand gives you an enviable number 
of choices for your conservatory - from the simplest to 
the more complex - at the same time offering you a wide 
range of performance criteria and most importantly, colour 
options.

The modern concept of a conservatory is to be able to use 
it all the year round, in equal comfort. With the subtle use 
of the high performance glass now available, this can be 
achieved - even to having Pilkington’s ActivTM ‘self clean’ 
glass to help keep the roof clean!

So, from the ‘lean to’ with a polycarbonate roof to a ‘P’ 
shape with the very latest glazing - CWG can supply. There 
is even a choice of roof systems - either the famous and 
well tested Global roof or the equally famous and well 
tested Ultraframe - the choice is yours.

CWG can provide you with the complete conservatory, any 
advice required, all from one place - and hassle free.

3  Excellent thermal insulation reducing energy costs

3  Warmer in winter months

3  Cooler in summer months

3  Dual action ‘self clean’ glass

3  Reduced solar heat gain

3  Reduced noise interference

Benefits of enhancing a                conservatory 
with a glass roof:

Ancillary upgrades to 
add character and style
Pilaster, Couplers & Plinths
Pilasters and plinths are designed to enhance the 
appearance of conservatories, by offering period features 
and traditional detail.

  •  Pilaster corner post and 132mm inline coupler to suit 
our 70mm and Residence 9 systems

  •  The plinths are optional upgrades to further enhance 
the aesthetics

  •  Available in a range of colours

Customise with Colour
Why stick to the traditional white conservatory when colour is 
readily available.
Customise your conservatory to suit your style and taste.

Standard Foils Available both sides or on smooth white

Mahogany Golden OakRosewood

Special Foils Available both sides or on smooth white

Cream White Ash
Both sides Only

Black Irish Oak

Special Foils Available on smooth white only

Chartwell 
Green

Anthracite 
Grey

Dark Green

Self clean glass
The special ACTIV™ coating reacts with 

daylight to break down organic dirt. When 

water hits the glass instead of forming 

droplets it spreads evenly, running off in 

a “sheet” and taking the loosened dirt with it.

Conservatories - A room to utilise all year round



‘Livin Room’ Orangeries
The ‘Livin Room’ Orangery is the best of both worlds, combining light and space of a conservatory with the walls and ceiling of an extension.

Residence 9
For that truly traditional effect, why not consider 
Residence 9?

‘Livin Room’ orangery with aluminium frames and multifolding door ‘Livin Room’ optional cornice detail ‘Livin Room’ internal pelmet ‘Livin Room’ incorporating aluminium multifolding doors

Choices Garden Room Tiled Effect Roof
3 Excellent thermal properties    3 Cool in summer - warm in winter    3 Added living space for all year use

Technical Specification:

  • Roof ‘U’ value 0.17 (about 10 times better than polycarbonate)

  • Fixed joint technology to prevent movement and cracked plaster

  • Tile guaranteed for 25 years

  • Warm roof construction and  fast installation times

Envirotile
9mm Ply wood

50mm top insulation

18mm OSB3 board

100mm core insulation

Timber batternsBreather membrane

   Orangeries and Garden Rooms are the latest developments in the conservatory market.     .      

 Combining the best of both worlds, with the light and glass of a conservatory     . 
and the walls and ceiling of an extension. Mimicking a traditional atrium style        . 

            conservatory, with all the benefits of the latest technology.

  ‘Livin Room’ Orangeries are based on traditional building technologies. 
They add a touch of contemporary style to any home, bridging the gap between     

    a conservatory and an extension.

Increase your sales by offering the latest innovations in conservatory design.       .

A new era in Conservatory Design

Orangeries and Garden Rooms

www.cwgchoices.com
The Entire Range of Choices Windows, 
Doors, Conservatories and Orangeries

www.choicesaluminium.co.uk
Aluminium Windows and Doors for 

Dommestic and Commercial properties

www.alternative2timber.com
An Exclusive Collection of Timber 
Alternative Windows and Doors

Why not consider the other collections available from


